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Environmental Product Declaration
(EPD)
In SKF’s continuing efforts to reduce
environmental impact, a declaration
of the environmental performance of
SE housings is described in an EPD
according to ISO 14025.

An opportunity
missed?
The true cost of the unmentionable event that has

A new generation

happened this year (no, not the Jubilee!) will not be known
for a while but initial estimates put it at around £24 billion,
which you will no doubt agree is somewhat higher than
the original £9 billion.

of SKF housings designed for maximum reliability and minimal maintenance

Your Tig Editor doesn’t object to a little bit of
fun of course, but there are a couple of
issues we should bear in mind. The most
obvious one is that this is a huge amount of
money, especially in times of economic
hardship like these. We can only hope that
we will at least see some returns, rather than
just the whole sum being frittered away in a
huge party. After all, if you think that the UK
population is approximately 58 million this
represents nearly £500 per person, which is
practically double if you consider that only 28
million are in employment.
But will there be returns for this great
‘investment’? I can take bets that politicians
of all parties will begin by saying that returns
will be noticeable only in the long term. The
hope is that by the time costs had been fully
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assessed ordinary people would have long
forgotten, with only historians and other
academics showing any interest in the
subject. But the omens aren’t brilliant.
For example, Prof. Poynter of the University
of East London has already exposed some
pretty worrying social costs, as well as
highlighting the lack of real economic
benefits associated with previous events
of this kind.
From a Tig’s reader perspective, however,
perhaps one of the greatest concerns
focuses around Brand UK. If you were the
famous alien who had just landed in England
in mid-summer you’d be forgiven for thinking
that the Industrial Revolution was just a nasty
bubo in the life of the nation, preceded by a
period of bucolic idyll and followed by a
current era of nothing but pop music and
vacuous celebrities. No cutting edge
discoveries, no high level manufacturing
and technology (does anyone remember
the Concorde?); just a country where
entertainment of a dubious quality
reigned supreme.
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The true cost of the unmentionable
event that has happened this year
(no, not the Jubilee!) will not be known for a
while but initial estimates put it at around
£24 billion, which you will no doubt agree is
somewhat higher than the original £9 billion.

SE design bearing housings
So we are back to where we
started. What was it all that
about, aside from a temporary
feel-good factor? Are we
going to be proud of our
manufacturing sector and
especially one firmly rooted in
the 21st century? Why always
only 19th century achievements?
Maybe the next move for t
hose currently engaged in
engineering and manufacturing
would be to don a Victorian
outfit. Get out there quickly
and if you are an engineering
manager buy your own
stovepipe hat – the taller the
better – as this is perhaps how
politicians would like to see you.

SE design housings from SKF offer improvements over SNL housings in three important
areas: quality, serviceability and environmental
impact.

SKF sets the new standard for split plummer block housings with the introduction
of SE bearing housings. These robust units are manufactured with higher grade
materials, improved machining accuracy and a number of new features that enhance
their serviceability compared to the previous SNL design.
Design and manufacturing improvements:

Improvements for more accurate and
efficient servicing:

• Stiffer, more robust housing

• Improved markings on the housing

• Better heat dissipation

• Dimples to locate accessories and
improved lubrication facilities

• Efficient grease guiding system
• Repositioned grease escape hole
for easier access

• Simple mounting and dismounting

• Better corrosion protection

Have your say email
TheTIG@eriks.co.uk

For further information visit:

SKF (U.K.) Limited
01582 490049
www.skf.co.uk

www.skf.co.uk/se

